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Allegations and disgruntled staff
members_. ~l~ad to management
changes at WQRI ~

-;

-

-

~

executive board and created a
nlitter organization.... said
FeJ'reira. "Each director will
~ an equal plain, which
be
In recent' weeKs, WQRI
wiD_
encourage more commuhas altered its management
nication,
maximize team spirit
structure and its format.
~d
will
be
more conducive to
The Student Senate,
promotion."
along with WQRI advisorTony
The new structure will be
Ferreira, felt it would be in the
made
up of nine directors:
station'sbestinteresttochange
programming,
promotions,
from a hierarchical managetraffic,
music,
sales,
on-air,
ment structure to a more linear
and
sports.
production,
news,
structure.
overseer
will
AStudentSenate
The decision initiated
also
sit
on
the
board.
In
the
when ~tudent Senate Presipast,
the
general
manager
dent Michael Turner received
complaints from WQRI staff chose the board members, butmembers about the way the under the new system, each
station was being managed. dep8rbnent willelectitsleader.
Turner then met with a fellow Another change in the promo.tudeDt HDator, Ferreira and tion process is, those elected to
Bin O'ConneD, who is the- di- the board will have to be sturector of student auxiliary af- dents (as opposed to outsiders).
fairs and the advisor to the Electionswill beheld in March.
While Ferreirarecognizes
Student Senate. "DJ s expressed concern that they the importance of having at
weren't being treated with least some non-students inmutual
respect,"
said volved with the station, hefeels
O'CoQnell. "They felt like they the top positions should be run
by students. "Without the nonw.ere being pushed around."
"We did away with the students, the radio station

By Neil Nachbar
Copy Editor

Photo by Mark Kaok

The woman's soccer team is off to a ~at start in their

frrst season. For more soccer highlights. see page 9.

would have to shut down dur- ing the summer. It would be
very difficult to not haye nonstudents. But on the other
harid, why would the Senate
fund an- organization run by
non-students?
Ferreira brought up the
new cqanges at a WQRI staff
meeting a few weeks ago. The
news wasn't well received from
all ofthose in attendance. Oneperson in particular, Mike
Hummel, former programming
an'd music director; was so opposed to the way the meeting
proceeded that he gave his
resignation.
"He_ was very- much
against any kind of change,"
said Ferreira. "As a non-student, someone who doesn't pay
an activity fee, there wasn't
much choice for him. Ifhe was
a student, I would have worke4
more closely with him. But as
it was, I didn't feel any allegiance to him."
According to WQRI Gen-

\

ConlilllU!d on page 2

Pacemaker'iilv-entor lectures at RWC
By-Sean Lewis
Staff Writer
On Wednesday, Sept. 11,
inventor Wilson Greatbatch
- spoke to RWC students and
staffon a range oftopics which
included a discussion of some
ofhis more notable inventions,
such -as the pacemaker and

lithium battery needed to
power it. -These, however, are
just a scratch on the surface _of
this man's accomplishments.
Greatbatch, who graduated from the University of
Buffalo in 1957 with a degree
in electrical engineering followed by graduate work at
Cornell, holds a number of

honorary degrees 8!1d was recently inducted, into the National Inventor Hall of Fame.
He also received the National
Award of Engineering from
Preside~t Bush for his contributions il1 that area,,, He was
mor~ than happy to pass
around this award, along with
some of his inventions so the
audience could get a betterlook.
The lecture got off to a
start with Greatbatch drawing
a human heart on the blackboard, apologizingfor notbeing
learned in the study ofhuman
organs, then proceeding to la~
bel and explain each function
COlllilllU!d on page 2

Pboto by Mark Kasok

Dr. Wilson Greatbatch, inventor of the pacemaker and
several other device~i11ustrates the way the heart functions.
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WQRI undergoes management and format changes
Continuedfrompage 1

an~irig that!s not accounted music they like." Pepler has
for.
~~
already noticed that the new
Sfucethe alleged stealing, format is being well received.
Ferreira has been receiving .."Thestudentsnowha,\,~amore
WQRI's mail. Now an inven- positive r~action. Both com- .
tory is taken of all incoming munities(BristolandRWC)are
promotional material. Both starting to like us,~ .
Ferreira and WQRI must have
The radio station is also
a record of all such material. starting to mention the school
"In the past we had no idea over the air more. "A growing
what was,comingin and where number of students had com.it went," said Ferreira.
plained that WQ~ was insen. "I went to pick up the mail sitivetothestudentsanddidn't
one day as I have done in the. even mention the school's name
past, an'd I went crazy. when I (over the air)," said ~er.
found out' that Student Activi- "About 300 peop~e complamed
ties now picks it up" said to me personally."
Russo. "If I'm the ~eneral
"The station,is now more
manager; don't they trust me r~sponsive to the students beto pick up the mail? Evidently hmd the scenes and over the
not."
air - and that's the ultimate
goal," said Ferreira. . .
Format Changes.
Russo has agreed with
many of the changes. "I think
Another
significant WQRI can promote the college
change that has occurred at in a positive light. We want'
WQRI in recent ~eeks, is the community people to see what
kind of music that is being we're all about," said Russo.
played.
He also agrees with the change
. In the past, WQRI has from a business standpoint. "I
played mostly heavy metal would be self-destructive to not
music, which has been pppular appeal to the college," exwith the high school st~dents plainedRusso. "By advertising
from Bristol.
with us, businesses are ap"We're playing more al- pealing to the college. If the
temative music," ~aid ,Pe.pler... co~leg~ d9~S.9't lis~J,l,. ~ales",~~,
"W,:r ~9,+,b:~' 'I~ ~ ~e b~~' , . ~ , . .
-I~~
change to get more 1isteners~ ,Some
8'
memWe!re trying to cater to the bers have disagreed with the
students more by playing more Student Senate's involvement.
-C:;;;=;;;;;;;;:=T--~~==::::::;-;.:===:-r=====;::=;;==:;;;;;:;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;:;;;;;;i1
"I only saw two or three senaContinuedfrompage 1
the ingenuity and determinators all oflastyear," said Pepler.
in a fashion that would have tion needed in this field, he
"When they were around, all
manybiology students putting told ofhow he built the first 50
they did was preach to us. They
some extra hours with the pacemakers in his backyard
didn't take the time to learn
books. He made the comment workshop for $2000, less than
w.h.t we.are all aboutand what'
that "a heart is like a society" the price of-one unit today.. He
we we~e doing." .
and most of his inventions took great pride in pOulting
Last year the 'station-re~
took the place of something out th~t all of this work was
ceived'$23,185 for the Senate.
that was keeping that society done Without the benefit of
. This .year they were cut to
from functioning properly.
government aid.
$16,660. WQRI proposed a
The next segment was
Greatbatch is presently
budget of $56,697.88. Access
to the Associated Press (wire
on Bio-engineering, a field trying to find a cure for AIDS.
that Greatbatch is somewhat He believes he has solved the
service) costs $5,000/year
of a specialist in. He elabo- puzzle, but is quick to point
~lone.
.
rated on what is proably his out that what looks good on
"We're trying to be as fair
mostsuccesSful invention, the paper doesn't necessarily work
as possible," said Turner. "The
pacemaker, recalling that the out when put into action.
Senate can't fund a huge jump
basic design for the device
Ifyoulllanagedtoseethis
in one year." The number of
came from watching con- speaker, you hopefully saw
clubs has grown over 100 perstruction site warning lights whatcan be acComplished with
cent in the last'year (20 to 43),
that run 24 hours a day for a a little determination and time.
while the amount of money
certain period oftime. It was Ifyou didn't get to see him; you
available has decreased.
this idea, said Greatbatch, missed. an energetic speaker
Ferreira feels WQRI can
that made him realize that who captured the attention and
raise more money on their own
PI:!0to by Mark Kuok
than they have in the past.
pulses of electricity could be sparked the in~restofall who
used to help the heart func- were present.
Dr. Wilson Greatbateh has received several awards.
"They're not as aggressive in
tion. Further exem li 'n
raising funds as they could be.
They don't have enough students involved in se}ling.
. They'll have to tighten their
belt." Ferreira mentioned having equipment repaired in the
future, rather than buying new
equipment and having more
fundraisers.
The main purpose for the
changes is to allow the college
community to become assoCiated with the station. In the
past, students havefeltdisconnected from WQRI, and the
station felt content with just
serving Bristol county.

eralManager Mike Russo, the
staffwas upset to see Mike go.
However, ifyou talk to the staff,
you're bound to get a very dif-.
ferent picture.
"I'm glad he's gone," said
disc jockey Peter Daly. "The
station is running a lot
smoother without him. Last
year, DJ s were being pushed
back from the people who ran
things. This year, Mike RussO
is very positive, and there is a
lot more freshman.input."
"Nobody felt comfortable
working with him," said on-air
staff director Wil ·E. Steele.
"Hopefully there will be more
communication nowthat noone
person is in charge. After all,
everyone is here to learn."
Steele has been a discjockey at
WQRI for four months. He also
works at WPRO and has held
positions at WKIX, WICE and
WBLQ.
Melinda Pepler, the new
music director and interim
programmingdirector, was one
that was upset to see Hummel
go. "He knows a lot about ra:
dio. He taught me a lot of
things, and. he cares for the
station.." Pepler is a sophomore at RWC and would like to
pursue a career in commercial
radio or public relations.
Many felt Hummel had
too much power. "He felt

r

threatenedthathehadtowork
with others" said Ferreira.
"He knows radio, but he
wasn't letting anyone else do
anything)" said DJTom Crude.
"He~ctedlikeitwas'his'radio.
station." .
Accordingto morningdisc
jockey D.J. Rich, "Mike being
here was bad for moral(:l. He
was trying to run everything.
Now there ate more people involved."
The controversy went
beyond a power struggle..According to O'Connell, the Student Senate received information from an unidentified
WQRI staff member alleging
that Hummel was taking pro-'
motional discs and sellingthem
te
· The S ena,
fior persona1gam.
Ferreira and O'Connell confronted Hummel with the allegations. Hummel flatly de.-

have fired them on the spot _
Hummel or anyone," said
Russo. "Mike (Hummel) has
done a lot of service for the
station. If they- want him. to
leave, okay, but he should at
least qavean answer and explanation in public, with a
chance to defend or explain
himself," argues Russo.
. DJ s who were interviewed said they had no
knowledge of Hummel taking
discs for personal gain.
The radio station receives
CDs that. fall into three cat-.
egories: those used on the air,
those used for give-aways and
those that are of no use to the
station b~cause th'e type 'of
music doesn'tfit into the format
(Rap, T op 40 ,e..
tc )
'. Those that fit into the
third category are given ~way.
Sometimes WQRI will set up
niedallallegationsthatheeve~r in the Student Union and give
sold discs for personal gain.
them away'to students. WQRI
"These are unfounded al- has also given discs away to
legations against me,'" said staffmembers and friends. The
Hummel. "Basically, Tony has discs are not owned by the
said, 'You're nota student; you college, but are sent to the rahave no rights.' I just want an dio station free of charge from
answer. No one has told me record companies for promowhat's been said or what BC- tional use. Just last week,
tion they'll take. No one would Russo said he gave .six discs to.
hear my side ofthe story. Tony Turner. .
told me. he didn't want,to hear·
But according. tQ RlPso.
it."
StudentSenateTreasurerTom
~"If I had knowledge of Comella has said that criminal
someone stealing CDs, I would charges will be pressed for

J a '. . : ; . "
. . . .
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Colleg:e.~N ews~~
Architecture isn't what it used to be
By Steven Go~ld
Staff Writer "

The new vertical studios lar aspect of architecture to
begin in the Third, Fourth, and explore, Fifth year has been
Since lastyear there have Fifth years. There are cur- divided. Instead ofa full year
been several changes made to . rently two types, of vertical of Thesis, it is now reduced to
the Architecture program_ studios: one combines student a far more intensive search,
which are intended to impr~ye from Third and Fourth years, which will take place over the
the education offered by tlw and the other mixes Fourth course of a' single semester.
school.
. and Fifth year students. These First semester is spent in a
The changes begin.a+ t.qe - projects are typically just out-- typicalstudioenvironment,but
freshman level and contiJ)w: to side the "norm" ofusual studio a thesis seminar is required to
Fifth year, leaving only projects and deal primarily' complete the full credit resophomore year relatively un- with one aspect ofarchitecture. ,quirements for that semester'.
scathed.
. For instance, one Third and
The thesis seminar is deBesides the freshmen ar: Fourth year vertical studio fo- signed to poipt the student in
chitecture students' usuaP cuses on religious buildings, the right direction for his thecourse load, the Architectur6"" while a Fourth and Fifth year sis. Advice from professors
School has added a freshman', studio is' looking at long span he!ps the student to narrow
seminar course. This course is structures such as train sta- down his ideas so his course Qf
designed to aid the new stu- tions and athletic centers.
exploration is, clear-cut. This
These vertical studios are would make the project more
dents in developing good study
,skills, as- well as emphasizing offered right alongside the 'focused and the final presenimportant time-budgeting other regular studio classes. tation more clear and inforideas. 'rhis course differs from The most confusing a,spect of mative.
the freshman seminar course this right now is the seating
The purpose of all these
many uppercla~ssmen may be arrangement. Las~ year cer- changes is to strengthen the
familiar with, in that it is spe- tain rows of desks were d~sig- program through diversity.
ciallysuitedtotheArchitecture nated for each year. Now, in The greater the variety of
School.
many areas, Third and Fourth courses, the more choices the
The course is not re- years are int~grated and student has. This enhances
quired, but the school stresses FourthandFifthyearstudents the individual's ability to purits importance and has given it sit side by side. It presents a sue a greater variety of interaonecreditvalueratingwhich real dilemma for friends, co- ests. Theoretically, .this prothe' student can· claim if the workers, teachers, andadvisors duces stronger students ~ho
course is successfully com- when they'l-l lookinl't for a are concemed' with many difpleted.
student.
ferent issues.
The most notable changes
These are still only theoSecond year hasn't experienced any direct changes yet: have occurred in the Fifth year ries, however. It could be, by
Its importance as a tool for or Thesis year. In order to the end of this year, that Arreinforcing the principles emphasize the idea ofthe Fifth chitecture could become what
leamed in First year is too year as a Thesis year, where it once was. Changes can only
the student chooses a particu- be for the better if they work
valuable.

Our Condolences...
Our'sincere sympathies to the family and frie~ds of Dr. Kenneth
Cedergren, who died unexpectedly Monday, Sept. 16. Dr. Cedergren, who
came to RWC in 1975, had been serving as the Assistant to the Dean and the
Director of Institutional Research.
'
"He is about as close to being irreplacable as anyone at the college," said
D:r. Malcolm Forbes, vice-president for academic affairs.

MY GARAGE
129 Broad Common Road
Bristol, RI ' 02809
Is your Rabbit Ragged?
Is your Saab Sick?
Does your Camaro cough?

,

Monday - Friday
7:30 a.m. - 5:30 p.m.
253-4144 (24 houri a day :AII calls returned)

",-.

DON'S
ART SHOP
543. Main Sreet, Warren,. RI

~lIery
Art~

,full6ne d
M& rrnftinB

&Uffb

245-4583
1IYJ1 DISCOUNT for
,UfO Faculty and Students

Open: Mon-Fri 9-6, Sat 9-5

p,
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Proposed Spiritual Center
to re~eive its design from
an open competition.
By Traci Ridder
Staff Writer
The Roger Williams Community wants to build a
Spiritual Center which all faiths can utilize. And they want
you to design it. Acompetition is taking place that will enaple
a student to design a spiritual buildingfor college use and win
a cash prize i£ their design is chosen as one of the top five.
The challenge ofthe competition is to design a facility for
RWC that wili respond to the existing and future spiritual
needs of the college community. The Center will also ha¥e
space for individual student reflection.
The Center is envisioned as a free-standing place of
worship reflecting a full range of religious beilefs. It can be
located anywhere on campus with consideration -to present
and future building sites.
Dr. Karen R. Haskell, Dean of Students, believes that
now is the time to bring a spiritual center to campus to serve
all faiths. "Participation in RWC religious activities are at an
all time 'high and the facilities that we are currently using
(Dorm III Recreation Rooms) are no longer able to hold all the
students."
The competition is open to all full-time students and will
award cash prizes of $1000 for first place, $400 for second
place, $200 for third place and two honorable mentions that
will receive $25 gift. certificates. Winning entries will be used
to promote the building ofthe Center and credit will be given
to the designer of the winning entry. If the winner is
interested in,continued involvement in the project, the college
will attempt to negotiate a continuing role for the winner
with the registered architect hired for the project.
The schedule for the competition is: .
*Registration deadline November 1, 1991
*Submissions are due December 13, 199112:00 noon
*Final Selection Jury Sessions are January 28,291992
*Winners announced February 1,1992
,
The Selection Jury will be made up of Canon Clifton
Daniels, Father Henery Zinna, Ms. Lois Westerlund, Dr. Joe
Neuchatz, Dr. Karen R. Haskell, four students representing
Hillel, Christian Fellowship, Roman Catholic, and' Eastern
Religions, Mr. Skip Learned, Mr. William McQueen and
America Mallozz.
According to Dean Haskell, the Ce~terwillbe built from
funds that are raised by the students. 'We don't want people
to think that the money is coming from their tuition. Once we
decide on a design, we will go out and raise the money to build
the Center." She also said that they want the Center to be a
gift. by the students for the student's use.
For more information and to register for the competition, students can obtain a competition p~ckage for the Dean
of Students Office located in Maple Hall (formerly Dorm I).

Homecoming and
Parent's Day '91 Info.
RWC will host Homecoming '91 and Parents Day '91 on
Saturday, Oct. 19.
An all day registration will be held for Homecoming, and
there will be alumni receptions and workshops/panel discussions from 10:45 a.m. - 11:30 a.m. The Country Fair, in which
studentand alumni organizations will sponsorvarious booths,
will be held from 1:00 p.m· 5:00 p.m. Several sporting events
are scheduled throughout the day.
Registration for Parents Day '91 will be held from 8:30
a.m. ·9:00 a.m. There are workshops and panel discussions,
a lunch buffet and meeting ofthe deans planned for the day,
as well as a stroll through the Country Fair.

Final Budget'ProposaI1991~92
Student Activities Fee($200/year for full-time enrolled students)
X
Anticipated Full Time Enrollment of 1950
Total Budget
$390,000.00

SPRING WEEKEND '9-2
MANY MOODS OF CHRISTMAS
CAMPUS ENTERTAINMENT NETWORK
CLUBS AND ORGANIZATIONS
PREVIOUS OVEREXPENDITURES
WORKING STUDENT GOVERNMENT BUDGET
ORIGINALLY
RECEIVED

MAJOR ORGANIZATIONS:
MESSENGER
WQRI
YEARBOOK
SENIOR CLASS
JUNIOR CLASS
SOPHOMORE CLASS
FRESHMAN CLASS

$9,021.00
$20,658.00
$18,871.00
$27,871.00
$5,221.00
$0.00
$1,000.00

NEW
RECEIVED
$7,310.00
$16,660.00
$15,266.00
$22,576.00
$4,216.00
$2,300.00
$816.00

':",,
I
,:

4080.00
2380.00
$159,800.00
161452.00
50000.00
$340,000.00
% OF NEW
.BUDGET
2.15
4.91
4.49
.6.64
1.24
0.68
0.24
......

'20.35 ' .',

•..:.,.::.

CLUBS:

ORIGINALLY

NEW
RECEIVED

, % OF NEW'

BUDGET
------------------------ -------------------- ------------------RECEIVED
-

AlAS
ALDEBERON
ASCE
ASME
BILLIARDS CLUB
CHESS CLUB
CHRISTIAN FELLOWSHIP
COFFEEHOUSE '
CONSTRUCflONENGINEERING
CREW
COLLEGE SERVICE ASSOC.
CYCLING·
DANCE CLUB
DANCE TEAM
DIVE CLUB
DPMA
EDUCATION CLUB
ENVIRONMENTAL ACfION
ELIZIBITHAN SOOETY
EQUESTRIAN CLUB
GRAPHIC ARTS CLUB
HILLEL
HISTORIC PRESERVATION
HISTORY CLUB
IEEE
INfERNATIONAL CLUB
JAZZ CLUB
, KARATE CLUB
MATH CLUB
MODEL UNITED NATIONS
NATURAL SCIENCE CLUB
OUTDOORS CLUB,
PHYSICAL DISCIPLINE CLUB
POLITICAL STUDIES CLUB
PSYCHOLOGY CLUBRUGBY
STIJDENT BUSINESS ORG.
STAGE COMPANY
SURF CLUB

,

$6,871.00
$5,576.00
$971.00
$782.00
$4,871.00
$3,944.00
'$671.00
$544.00
$2,87l.00
$2,312.00
$200.00
$170.00
$2,771.00
$2,244.00
$500.00
$408.00
$750.00
$6l2.00
$19,871.00
$16,082.00
$1,050.00
$850.00
$871.00
$714.00
$2,074.00
$2,571.00 '
$771.00
$6i2.00
$1,051.00
$850.00
$500.00
$408.00
$0.00
$900.00
$2.081.00
$1,700.00
$3,871.00
$3,128.00
$0.00
$3,000.00
$750.00
$612.00
$3,401.00
$2,754.00 .
$2,871.00
$2,312.00
$0.00
$500.00'
$1,871.00
$1,496.00
$4,691.00
$3,808.00
$750.00
$612.00
$1,751.00
$1,428.00
$750.00
$612.00
$2,092.00
$1,700.00
$2,321.00'
$1,870.00
$3,871.00'
$3,128.00
$525.00
$408.00
$3,871.00
$3,128.00
$4,871.00$3,9'44.00
$10,471.00
$8,466.00
$4,071.00
$3,928.00 .
$5,060.00
$4,080.00
$750.00
$612.00

1.64
0.23
1.16
0.16
0.68
0.05
0.66
0.12
0.18.
4.73
0.25
0.21
0.61
0.18
0.25
0.12
0.26
0.50
0.92
0.89
0.18
0.81
0.68
0.15
0.44
1.12
0.18
0.42
0.18
0.50
0.55
0.92
0.12
0.92
1.16
2.49
0.97
1.20
0.18
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Student organization wonders- about discrimination
To the editor:
Are We Welcome? .
Rosh Hashanah is not ~entioned on the Roger Williams College Community Calendar
Academic Year 1991-1992. Yom Kippur has also bee~ left off the calendar. Hanukkah is also
missing. Chrfstmas, Easter, and good Friday are written in bold·type and stand out from the rest
of the' calendar which is prin¥d in light type. Are we invisible?
.
.
The club fair was held on .Wednesday Sept. 18. Hillel was excluded from participating since
that was Yom Kippur, the holies~ day ofthe Jewish year. As Jews we were unable to participate
as individuals or as a.group_; Ib,n certain that no one desired to exclude us. But we were excluded!
Commencement is p1E~~ed for Saturday May 16th. One ofthe members of Hillel wrote the
president and asked that commencement be moved to another day. His grandparents who are
pious Jews and are not permitted to travel on the Sabbath would be forbidden to participate in his
commencement. His request was denied. In 1989 three of the. seniors in the Jewish Students
Association, the previous Jewish student organization at this college, requested that commencement be moved from Saturday tit Sunday. The college president honored their.request and held
commencement on S u n d a y . '
.
, Does the college not recog1lize that we as Jews have special needs? Isn't the college by
recruiting us and indicating that it is promoting a global and multi-cultural awareness obligated
to notice our special needs?
'

Hillel
I

Student offers suggestions' on how to' alleviate t1).e
"horrendous" parking situation
\

To the editor:

.

. '

I

..

.

There has been an ongoing problem on campus, which I believe 99 percent ofthe upper-class
commuter students will easily J'\ecognize.
The parking situation on campus is a horror. In order to get a decent parking spot, we have
to be on campus before 9:00 a.m. I don't have a class until 1:00 p.m., and for two weeks I tried
getting here at different times, hoping to get a spot..T.hat turned out to be useless. Now I just go
in every day at 8:45 a.m. so I can be guaranteed a spot. After all, why should we have to park in
North Campus?
.
Also, there is acommuter 'lot to the right ofthe Recreation Center where many students park.
The only problem is that people who arrive late park their cars in a line, which is sometimes
doubled, running right down the middle. It is very' hard for the people parked in normal spaces
to get their cars out.
.
Each year' it seems that there are more parking stickers being distributed than there are
available spots.
.'
,
After talking with many other students woo share these feelings, it seems that there are only
two possible solutions: deny the sophomores the right to park in front ofthe dorms or in commuter
parking, thus creating more parking for use by resident ~d commuter juniors and seniors only;
and building a parking garage or another lot, which would probably create in increase in tuition.
Nevertheless, we believe, that this is a serious problem which needs IMMEDIATE attention
by the administration.

-Anonymous
Colleg4I Pre.. Sefvlce Graphlca

September 23. 1991
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Events in Review: A Week on the Frontier;
~Sept.16 ~ 2b~ 1991' William
.

By

Darby .

Staff Writer

out of Cuba. Besides waiting
until we see it to believe it. we
~ust consider the following:
the troops allegedly being
pulled.Qut are training troops.
This suggests that there may
be others there. The Soviets
would neverJeave the defense
ofone ofits satellites to a group
oftraining troops. The Soviets
also have 300.000 troops in
Germany right now•. under
agreement to pull them out by
1991. (Believe it when you see
it) Ifthe Soviet Union now has
rio agenda of world conquest.
as reported in the media. why
doesn't it pull them out right
now?
Additionally. there is a
serious question as to how

How many of ·you are
concerned about the possibility ofhaving to go to war in the
near future? Ifyoure not, you
should be: Recent events in
the area of U.S. foreign and
military policy suggest that
such possibility is growing.
This weelt got: oft' to the
usual running start in Washington. with President Bush
refusing to approve $10 billion
in loan guarantees for Israel
until Israel agrees to sit down
with the Palestinians at a U.S.sponsoredpeace
conference.
.
-'
These are the ,-same Palestinians that have been wagingwar against Israel in every
conceivable way as far back as
anyone can remember.
"There is a way we can
This is the same Israel
that has been one of the best avoid,the needforfuture
allies the U.S. has ever had. armed conflicts and
that relationship reflected in having to participate in
Israel's agreeing, at the request
of the U.S., not to retaliate them. We can be preagainst Iraq for attacking it pared and stron gin evduring the Persian Gulf War.
ery part ofthe world. '~
This is the same U.S. that
was instrumental iIi getting the
Jews out ofthe U.S.S.H. in the many troops the Soviets have
first place.
in Europe. In the U.S.S.R.
Is the U.S. selling Israel Yearbook 1991. the Soviets
out? Absolutely. A weakened' stated that they hltd 2;400;000
Israelincreasesthepossibility troops thel'e as of 1-1-90.
of instability in the Middle (Novosti Press Agency, MosEast. which always leads to cow. 1991). However, the Penwar - and in this case. a war the tagon told me this week that
U.S. will have to be involved in . the S~vi.etshave 335.000 troops
in order to defend Israel. The in Europe. It is difficult to
co~tinued existence ofIsrael is beJieve that the Soviets"have
of vital interest to the U.S. reduced ·their troop presence
be~uSe Israel is a true ally in in Europe by 2.065.000 in a
the most strategic and volati:le year• and I have heard no' repart of the world
ports of such. Imagine young
The SovietUnion received people such as ourselves being
positive coverage last week for sent in the millions to defend
Eurooe ifthe Soviets. decide to
deciding to pull 11.000 troops
.
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invade. The Pentagon also tOld rilla presence. President and all ofour brethren. Letthe
me this week that our troops in Corazon Aquino is attempting President know yOu' want IsEuropenumber215.000. Even to put the question of contin- ra~l supported· fuily and a
if the Pentagon's numbers on ued U.S. presence to a popular stronger military presence in
the Soviet troops are accutate, . referendum. She should. how- . Europe. Tell him'to 'challenge
ever. be prepared to protect - Mikhail Gobachev' to pull his
215.000 is not enough.
A U.S. defense of the the voters ~fthe country from troops out of Germany right
Philippines from a communist communist guerilla coercion.
now. stop funding the commuThere is a way we can. nistguerillasinthePhilippines
insurgency is likely in the near
future ifthe Philippine Senate
;. ~
and allow U.S.. inspection of
has its way. The Senate voted
"Write the President or Cuba to ~eritY the alleged abthis week to discontinue the
. .
."
sence of SoViet troops. Write
call t.he White House 'thePresidentorcalltheWhite
U.S. presence there at Subic
Bay naval base. a k~y installacomment line and leave
House comment line and leave
your opinion...Ifwe take
your opinion. (1-202-456-1111.
the time to geUnvolved,
Monday through Friday. 9a.m.
to 5 p.m.) Also, write 00 your
"Is the U.S. selling Israel
we can shape bur own
Senators and Congress memout? Absolutely. A
destiny. "
bers and tell them the same. as
weakened Israel inwell as to not approve anymore
U.S. troop cuts in Europe. If
creases the possibliity of
we
take the time to get ininstability in the Middle
avoid the needfor future armed volved, we can shape our own
East, which always leads
conflicts and having to partici~ destiny.
,
. N:OTE: As we go to press,
to war. .."
pate in them. We can be prepared and strong in every part the U.S. is preparing to take
of the world. This has proved military action against Iraqui
tion in the defense of the west- unfailingly throughouthistory nuclear capability left from the
ern world. The vote is difficult to deter aggression. It is unfor- Persian Gulf War. This is ento understand in light of the tunate that this must be done tirely reasonable. However,
fact that the U.S. presence to insure ourfreedom and peace this should be limited to air
protects the island nation from tOday, but it is. TaJte action strikes, as we've already de- '
a significant communist gue- now on behalf of your future stroyed enough human life over .
there.
'!'1

.~~.

Lunchtime
By Chris Zammerelli

Staff Writer
I was sitting inside the multi-million dollar RWC library (now with more books). when
I had a startling revelation.· What if Michael Dukakis was leader of the Soviet Union? No,
no. no. that's not what I was thinking. I was thinking about the amazing similarities between
the multi-million dollar RWC library (now with more books about the Occult!). and the
EPCOT Center Resort Hotels. EPCOT has two hotels: the Swan and th.e Dolphin, and the
multi-million 'dollar RWe (now with more books about Neil Armstrong!) looks exactly like
them. Take the bestfeatures from these two hotels. (the color. the lovely rug. more books about
L.L. Cool J., room service. and the Natale A' Sicurio Old -Fashion Ice Cream Stand) and you
have the multi-million dollar RWC library (now with more books about the Kennedy clan!).
But immediately I could see that I couldn't write an entire column about the amazing
similarities between EPCOT resorts and the multi-million dollar RWC library (now with more
books about the French!). so I scrapped that that idea and came up with a challenging
philosophical theory that I'd like to call "The Disney Theory."
Disney is actually God. put on this earth to lead the world into an eternity ofpeace. love.
happiness. and cool rides. When he died. Disneys body was frozen. (Disney on Ice?) We are
now waiting for the day when Michael Eisner (the current CEO of the Disney Corporation)
announces on national television, "Today's the day we thaw out the corpse of Disney and his
soul will miraculously revive his body." Incidentally. take the "e" and the "r" offof~isner's
name and put a "d" and a "y" in their places and you have Disney. Coincid,nce ... or the sad.
twisted effects of a sheltered childhood?
.
You're probably asking yourself right now. "What sort ofdrug is this guy on. and where
can I get some?" No: no, no. you're asking yourself "Yes. this may be true, Mr. Z., but what
does this have to do with me and my life here at ~WC?" Well. one of the courses offeredhere
at RWC is called "Disney: Fact or Fiction." I took the course and found that it challenged my
beWin~~~
'
Teacher (We'll call him Harvey): Does Disney exist?
Me: Yes.
Harvey: How do you know?
Me: I've seen pictures.
Harvey: Have you ever met him personally?
•
Me: No. but...
Harvey: Then how do you know?
Me: Many people before me have met him.
Harvey: How do you know it was him?
Me: Well. I. uh. um. I'm so confused!!!
In the end. I realized that this whole conversation was designed to reinforce my'faith in
Disney. I gOt a C'in the course (because, on the final
I couldn't prove that Goofy was
a phallic sytntiol). but despite this. I feel I got much more out of this course than I got out of
any other coUrse I took. besides ofcourse. "Discovering the Multi-Million Dollar'RWC Library
(now with more books about Metallica!)."
.
,.
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.The Right to Lifei~ ,That-Includes the Earth
.

."':

.J.

~y A1ex..Kle~n,

,..', '

StaffWiiter,
-.v •.~s 9..tJb~ Moon, and th~t cally efficient." In a nutshell, . no more zoos! Do you i'eally
will we have left to replace it?...
,_,
~:,;f'''' . '., _"would not be a pretty ~ight. no one wants to ,take charge "tAink:zoos help the animals?
Or the rain forests where will '
The worl~}hat we have Correctthe problem now or deal 'anddoanythingaboutit; They -,Not even ,slightly. It may put we produce most of 'our oxyfeasted upon nom the dawn of with it forever.
just keep making excuses and a few yean on their lives, but pn?... Or what will we do when
time i.$~firi8ily, giving ds, our
Gettingrid ofthe garQage pass the problem to someone they need to be in their own' - most ofthe world is fill~ with
just dessert. After millions. of is also beco~ing a proble~.,· else, ~hich only makes matters ' en~ronme'nts; not th~ ones we' , -garbage? Instead of saying
years oflivingon this mud'ball there are ways ofgetting rid of worse. _
designate to them.
Earth is 75% water, it Will De
we can Ea~<-~e 8iv~;'~t,
"iUlike 'burning it), but
...'
Who died and left 75% garbage.
"
~
reason to want: to.~die.~",!he. II;lost of the sol~tio.ns
.' :-:.
us in' charge of them?
' Even still, what about the
Ozonel~yer,ga.~~~disposal,.,.~~~outhurtinguseven "[,,
"
h -E ,,' h" 'h . '; '.. Jl,l-st bec'ause- we are -:6zone? What'sgoingtOreplace
andsa~gendimgereds~es mQre.,; ,.
.
.. - , maglne teart W.lt Qut.nn
smarter, do~~t tnean', it? You know the leaders oftIle
are nota constant con~ern to . . One-·"po-nibi!ity" .Ozone 'ayer....people having to . we can play god 'with worldare"desperate"tryingto
thatm~ypeopleintheworl~, ~uld be to.us~ it as fu,el,. weal: space suits all the time.,.. "
their lives.' The only find a cure for the plagpes we
and thlSlS a pryblem that wl1) ...but Q1e power hungry
,
i reason zoos exist is~·to ;. have inflicted on the ~arth,
come t¥.ll circle in the ,not to•. hu~inessmongerswoUld
,,_.
"
\ make money and give but they claim- fixing 'the .
distant future.
. loo'se money in the long run.
Out of the three, the parents somewhere to being problems will cost too much
Imagine the Earth with- . ()asoline is not going to be here problem ofendangered species ' theifkids on the weekend. The money and man 'power. If we
out an Ozone layer". people forever and people could start is proably the one that is being animals live, harsh lives and don't care now, th~n when will
having to wear space suits all using left-overs to fill.up' an delt with on a large scale. More should be out there with their we start? I hope I have given
the time or what about seeing empty tank. We wouldn't want and more people are concerned own kind. '
you something to think about
cities like L.A. or N.Y.C. that to happen, now would we? about animals dying. Even
. If these three problems and maybe you'll lend a hand;
inclosed in domes to block out Of course we would! But-the more stars, who sit so high on are dealt ~th in the proper but it has to be a tOtal group
the harmful rays of the sun. businessman is only concerned their pedestal, are giving all formats, then we'mignt actu- 'effort, worldwide, to work. I
Basically, Earth would become , with how much money he is they've got (their egos and ally survive until the end of wishyourchildrengookluckin
a living hell. The "hole" over going to get or how it will ben- money) to "lend a hand." But the centur¥. I'm only being dealing with the problem.
Antarctica is only the begin- efit himself,
that'snotenol,lgh. TheprQblem sarcastic about the end of the They're gQing to need all the
ning. Ifasolution is not found
We could send the gar- has to be dealt with at the core.., century thing, but ifyou think help they can get to make this
soon, we all could be seeing bage to the moon, but the sci- no more "hunting seasons"... .about it, when we kill off the once beautiful land whole
earth turn into something like entists say it is not "ecologi- no more"game salaries"... and last animal of its kind, what again.
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the Myth: Higher Tuition Does
Not Equal. Higher Education

~y Susan

E. Cicchino
Entertainment Editor

Mathematics Building are ac- could be waiting until finals. I actually both. The prison cell be an incredible feat once comcessible to tne datageneral also realize that there are IBM sized room known as SB1l9, pleted. But the student bodies
program, although there are 'and Macintosh computers with its non-existent windows ofthe nextfive years on, should
I suppose the old saying considerably fewer Macintosh available in the Science and or clock and 100 degree tem- not have to pay the price. I
is true; ignorance is bliss. computersaccessibletotheDG' Mathematics building. How- peratures is an added treat for guess you have to settle for
what you can get. You think
After three years at Roger Wil- program than there were DG ever, students unfamiliar with your $16,000 per year.
The RWC Plan for The the Bursar's office would acliarris College, I still remain terminals last year. However, . those programs, who have
naive to the notion that what myself, as well as several other mastered the data generals, 90s is a long term goal that will cept that excuse?
you pay for is what you get. students who were unaware of will also, !o~e ~l,J,t, .r~r_. n~w:,
Untrue. I realize times are. this factor,did not get use of students with absolutely no
tough allover America How- the facilities we are payingfor, computer experience, the DG's
ever;I was under the assump- My point is, that the ends isn't are the simplest to learn and
tion that the recent hike in really going to justify the operate, as well as having a
tuition fees would promain frame memory for
vide myself, as well as r.=============================:=:::;l students to store docuthe rest of the student
ments under their own
CD'S
password and username.
body, with better equip- "Students' need use of the faciliTAPES
ment and access to it. ties now; they cannot afford to
Not everyone has the
SINGLES
Instead, I discovered wait until mid-October... "
right sized, handy-dandy
ACCESSORIES
that this is not the case,
Macintosh disk lying
POSTERS & NOVELTIES
I attempted to work ~n a
aroun'd. What happened
document saved in the, data means, at least n~t where to all ofthe DG's from last year general system. It was still schoolwork is'concerned.' Stu- ? I certainly remember a con- _
early, only 9;00p.m., but unbe- dents need use of the facilities siderable more amount than knownst to me, all three DG now; they cannot afford to wait three. The school should make :
THIS COUPON IS WORTH
terminals were in use. Fine, until they find where the data its best efforts to put those ter- okay, no problem. rll do some- generalprotiramishiding, they minals wherever possible, un- :
20% ON PURCHASES OVER $10.00
thing else until a terminal is figure-out how to ,use an en- til the new building is com- OR
available. Hey it's ll:00p.m. tirely different computer'pro- pleted. lkatteredterminalsare :
25% ON PURCHASES OVER $30.00
and a terminal is finally free. gram, ormid-Octoher when the better than none. The outra- That's still okay, I only need new Science Building is com- geous yearly 'tuition we pay :
dictates that we have the fa- about an hour and a half to pleted.
finish. Whoa,. wait a minute.
What if the new building cilities we need for our educa- :
MUSIC CENTER
Of course, I forgot. The library is not completed as scheduled? . tional purpose.
is only opened until 12:00a.m., Mid-term time means waiting
I do have one last ques- :
instead of l:00a.m. Basically, in line to sign up for the next tion. Is the sound of piercing BARRINGTON SHOPPING PLAZA
I lose. It took me three days available computer. With only drilling noises and pounding.:
(NEARALMACS)
: '
and endless questions to find three available terminals and jackhammering seizures (A) a out that the Macintosh com- fewerMacintoshesthatareac- construction site, or-(B.) a cOl- ,:
247-2730
:
puters in the Science and cessible to the DG's students lege classroom? The answer is I,
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RWC Students are both fun.. and profitable
say local bars as they welcome us~b~ck
.

.

..
Photo by Erica Lariviere, Photo EdItor

They really handle themselves business has really picked up
like young professionals."
because ofthem. I've only been
As for how
RWC here six months, and the stu- studentsdirectly influenceher dents make working fun."
businessis difficult to tell. "It's
She also mentioned that
The light is always dim hard to say how many college she has only -seen the police
as you walk through the door; students are from Roger Wil- come into the bar once to check
the air is heavy and thick with liams because we get a lot of I.D.'s sInce the students resmoke. You see people every- customersfrom Brown and RIC· turned to school.
where relaxing at the end of as well."
Tony Poissant, the owner
Francis feels the Club- . of the Common Pub, has been
the day. Over the blare of the
music coming from the juke- house is more of a club than a in business for 15 years. He
box, the crack of billiard balls tavern.- "With .the entertain. always looks forward to the
can be heard. A ball game is ment this club brings in and returning students. "I'm glad
being shown on the two TV's the advertising we get, I think they're back," says Poissant,
over the bar, holding the in- the Clubhouse leans more to- "because the students contribterest of several patrons sit- ward being a club than a tav- ute to business without a
ting 'on the stools. The atmo- ern."
hassle. They help out in many
The Clubhouse isn't the ways, for example, they have a
sphere is electric, everything
only bar that looks forward to designated driver program
is alive and moving.
Welcome to a bar in September. "I'm really happy where we give the drivers nonBristol during the first month about returning students be- alcoholic beer free of charge.
cause business obviously picks They also help us move stuff
that school resumes at RWC.
While it's obvious that· up," says Bob Drew, owner of around in the bar when we
bar-hopping has become a fa- the Kinsmen, adding, "and they· need an extra hand."
vorite past-time for many of are fun."
, It's safe to say that the
Drew alsq hires a couple bars in Bristol do look forward
the students at RWC, how do
the owners and people who run of RWC students to work for to the return of the students
these bars look at the students him during the year and notes everyyear, and notjustbecause
returnine for another year? that many ofhis custome~are of the money they bring into
With open arms, anticipation graduates of the college.
the town. There is something
and empty wallets, or with the
As far as business goes, special about Friday and Satfear of more hassles of false "September is always a good urday nights when the students corne into these bars to
hang together with a couple of
drinks and watch the game or
shoot some·pool.
But how much do the
owners rely on the income of
the students? Would these birs
have folded up andblown away
without the money of the stu- .
dents?
Halsey
Herreshoff,
Bristol's town administrator,
feels that businesses in this
area rely.heavily on the college
students spending. ."The college students have a big effect
on business in this area. If
RWC were to suddenly disap'pear, the toWn would be in big
trouble.
It has become
Photo by ErIca ~vlere,
dependant on the college."
The owner of The Common Pub looks forward to
Gary Wynott, the owner
the return of RWC students each fall.
of Gillaries, doesn't necessarI.D.'s, underage customers and month for us,". says Drew, "as ily'think so. "While the months
that school are in session are
, increased police activity?
well as in May when all the
generally
more profitable for
The answer is neither.
graduation parties start."
the
clientele I have,
us,
with
Christine Francis, the 25As far as police activity is
we
aren't
dependant
on the
year-old manager of the Club- concerned, it's down to the
college
crowd,"
he
says.
"I
house, looks forward to the minimal according to Drew.
mean,
I
still
pay
the
bills
over
students return each year. "I , "We try to monitor I.D.'s as
think it's great (the students much as possible to cut down the su,mmer, and this September has been slower than
returning). It's.nice to have a on potential problems."
usual."
college in the area," says
Christina Hayward, a
Wynott does point out the
Francis. "The students are like bartender at the Kinsmen, has
benefits
of RWC students.
young professionals. They're only lived in Bristol for six
"They
are
assets
to the commugreat to talk to becau,se they months, so this was her first
nity.
They
don't
hinder busihave such good and new ideas time serving the college crowd.
and
I
don't
have
a probness
and keep me up-to-date on ev- "I get along with the students
lem
with
them
at
all,"
says
erything. You can tell the dif- really well," says Hayward.
Wynott..
ference in the attitude, too. "They're easy to talk to, and
Many ofhis customers are

By Kevin Christian
Staff Writer

According to the bartender at The Kinsmen,
business has picked up since students returned for the
fall semester.
RWC graduates. "I have kids
that graduated from Roger
Williams comeback to this bar,
two in particular. I haven't'
seen them in a while, but I
expect them to pop in any day
now." As for his busiest
months, Wynott agrees that

September, October and May
are the three biggest during
the school year.
When September rolls
around, the Bristol bal's welcome the returning students
back with open cash registers
and full kegs.

Pboto by Erica Larivlere,Pboto Editor

Some students prefer the benefits of "take. out"
liquor over the ever popular bar scene.
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The ~ewly establishe w·omen's soccer team kicks
offtheir· seaserr with an outstanding \Tlc~ory
.~" The Hawks outshot Gor- ,

By Colin Hynes

~'don: 36-8.

Staff Writer

Whenever' a new sports,
team is added to an athletic
,program, • certain amount of
uncttpainty. is expected. This
year, women's soccer has beel),
introduced' as a varsity sPQrt
.
e team will perform
is unsure.
But ifthe team s
t is
any in~catiOA of their cap.a.;,
bilitie:s, thepT(~nlInisdestined
to have a bright future. ,On
Sept..1B, the Hawks traveled
to Gordon College to play their
first game ever. RWC not only
avoided embarrassment, they
devastated their opponent, 5-

Junior LauFen
DiStasio took 12'of the shots,
scoring three times.. Junior
'Tracy Wilchusky and senior
Amelia Bearse added a goal
each. J~~ ,Lev.ins recorded the
school's first~ever assist and
goali,e Dara Bassock was cred·ited with the shutout. The
team's successful 'debut was
ntioned in USA Today.
... _coaching the
women's soccer team" m

isal~RWC'sdirectorofsports

information and recreation
services and Rhode Island
College's men's soccer coach.
"I know Dave is very exO.
'
cited about this opportunity,"
"We dominated the said DWight'Datcher, RWC's.
'game" said head coach Dave athletic director. ",We're very
Kemmy, "It was surprising, happy to have someone of his
SInce most of our players, caliber to get this program off
haven't played together be- the ground,"
, '
fore,"
These' sentiments are

Photo by Mark Kasok '

The women of the newly established soccer team-enjoy, a ,free moment together at,
practice.The teain hopes their fIrst year status won't greatly affect their performance.
echoed by Kemmy's players. "I
think he's the' best coach I've
, ever had," said Bearse. "Dave
has a lot of patience and takes
time to listen. He brings us
together as a team."
The team plays a short
seven game schedule, which
includes only one home
gameagainat the U $. Coast
Guard Academy on October 5
at 3:60. The sched,ule, according to Kemmy, is conducive to
the amount of preparation the

team has undergone to date..
"The short schedule is good for
our first year," said Kemmy.
"We spent most of our preseasoh-,on skill "Work sa our
conditioning isn't as good as it
should be."
One of Kemmy's major
concerns is the team's depth.
"Our starting team is fairly
strongright now," said Kemmy.
"But our bench is inexperienced." ,
The ~awks will be led by

Photo by ~ark Kasok

The Hawks playa seven game schedule, which their coach
Dave Kemmy feels is appropriate for' '\ fIrst-year tearp.
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HARDBODIES
BRISTOL'S
TOTAL
FITNESS
FACILITY
STUDENT DISCOUNTS
15 GOODING AVE. BRISTOL
(REAR OF BUILDING)
OPEN MONDAY-FRIDAY
6AMT09PM
SAT 9 TO 5 AND SUN 1~ TO 5
WITH THIS

COUPON
AT
RI HARDBODIES 15 GOODING AVE BRISTQL

tri-captains Bassok, Be~rse
and senior Lisa Ferris,
DiStasio will be called on to do
much of the scoring.
,
Tomorrow's game (Sept.,
24) at Salve Regina College will
be a good indicator ofthe team's
ability. Salve won the Commonwealth Coast Conference
last year.
The Hawks' inexperience
may eventually catch up to
them, butin the meantime they
seem to be enjoying their role
as the underdogs.
.

Hawks ·Nest is the newest addition to the Recreation
Center
.
,

,

believe 'that things will really
pick up second semester. We're
still not sure ofwhat's going to
happen, whether it's going to
Three years ago Dwight be a place for people to just
Datcher, head of the athletic hang out, and we just make
department at' RWC, was in- enough money to cover whatspired to create a commuter's 'ever we spend. So"far"that's
,lounge. As time passed and happening. But on the, other
the economy went into a tail- hand the enthusiasm by the
spin Datcher believed that a peopl~ who use it is worth a
lounge for all RWC students whole lot more than money at
would be more beneficial at this this time," Datcher said.
The sole ,purpose
of the
institution. Datcher's creation '.
,
is "The I{awks Nest."
snackbar is to raise enough
"W& are handling costs money ($55,000) to enable the
right now, but it's something athletic teams to attend overthat I think will grow and take night sporting events. In adhold. Now students come and' dition to this, students are
do homework in between working on their own in order
classes, and they may buy one to raise money for team trips.
soda, and that's fine with me
The Hawks Nest seats an
because one d~y they'll come, average of 35 people. They
and maybe they'll buy two 50-" servefood and drinks and have
das~" said Datcher.
supplied the students with a
"The first semester is a 46'" color TV. Datcher has
trial and error period, but I plans ofinstalling cable which

By Heather Shea
Staff Writer

,

will allow ,students to watch
special events such as the
Tyson-Holyfield fight, which
will be premiering Nov. 8. For
these types of special events,
The Hawks Nest wiU charge a
small admission fee. This includes free food and drinks,
The Hawks Nest will not
be geared toward only males.
"This is good for women who
don't want to go to bars with a
bunch of rowdy guys. It will
be a place where somebody
can bring a date or women can
come up and notfeel that it's a
men's thing,"'Datcher said:
The Hawks Nest welcorries all RWC students. It is
run by the work study members and is open' daily 7:30
a.m. unti110:30p.m. Through
visiting and purchasing concessionary items, students
will be showing enthusiasm
towards the school and its
athletic programs.
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Profile: Amelia~B
ea:rse"
-y "
<,/

By Neil Nachbar

nally wasn't going to play a
sport, but in my freshman year
~opyEditor
I played basketball with a
bunch ofguys in front ofDorm
Normally, a basketball
II; and they urged me to try out
court would seem like-a very
for the team."
foreign place to so~eone who
Bearse not only tried ou~,
is 5' 2", 110 pounds. But to
she stood out. Last year she
senior Amelia Bearse, a baswas named to the second team
ketball court is a familiar and
all-conference. She led the
comfortable setting..
conference in assists. and was
The South Wind~r, CT
fifth in steais.
native will be entering her
Basketball was only one
of the sports Bears .played in
high school; soccer
.
were the others. She was thecaptain of the basketball and
softball teams and was the high'
sc~rer on the soccer team. She
received numerous honors for
her achievements.
But success hasn't been
handed to her. Bearse has
made' a name for herself by
playing aggressively from the
beginning ofgames to the final
whistle. "Size doesn't matter
.as long as you can perform,"
said Bearse. "I'm very aggressive, and people don't expect it
from me."
Bearse's entire family has
PboIo by Mark Kasok
been active in sports. Her older
Bearse serves as the ~-captain of the wpman's
sister, brother and twih sister
S9Ccer team. She was instrumentaI in getting the team off all played multiple sports..To
eue the competition between
the ground. Bearse guides the offense at center-balfbaGk.
fourth season as point guard of
the basketball team. Butwhen
she first arrived at RWC, it
didn't seem as though she
would be destined to become
the co-captain and leader of
the team.
"When I first came here,
.Dwight(Datcher,RWCathletic
directOr) looked at my size and
'said I should play tennis in-'
stead,· said Bearse. "I origi-

Career Services

Now

Photo by NeD Nachbar

Senior Amelia Bearse has been the point guard for the
basketball team for four' years. Last year she led the
conference iri assists and was fifth in steals.
.the two, her twin sister played
a different position in soccer
and didn't play basketball.
This year women's sOccer
has been introduced as a varsity sport, and Bearse has been
instrumental in getting the
program oft'the ground.
"We didn't know who the
coach was going to be. I made
sure we gotUtiifOrms and tried
to get people interested," said
Bearse. "In the past there
hasn't been enough interest."
Bearse is one of the tri-cap-

1

one," said Lauren Servais,
Bearse's teammate on the soccer and basketball teams. "She
takes control and makes sure
everyone is together." Accord=...
ing to Bearse, -"I know my
players, and I know where
people are going to go."
Passing is only one way
Bearse compensates for her
siZe. She Uses ber qUickness to
play relentless defense. Last
year she led the basketball
team with 60 steals. Her crafty
ball-handling allows her to

"Size doesn't matter as long as you can
perform .... I'm very aggressive, and
people don't expect it from me. "

~iring

~Amelia

Career Assistants
*Present Workshops
*Speak To Students on Career Related Issues
*Receive a yearly stipend

Qualifications:
*Must be ajuniOr/senior auring tlie 1991 .. 1992 tUaaemic year
*!Must be a6le ~ wor/(ten to twelve'fwurs per wee/(
*Must complete an application by October lsi at 4:00 p.m.
Applications may be picked up at Carreer Services,
~aple Hall (Dorm I) 8:30 a.m. until 4:30 p.m.
For more information, please call 254-3540.

.

•

Bearse

tains and leaders of the team.
"The restofthete8ID looks
up to her," said Head Coach
Dave Kemmy. "Amelia is. one
of the hardest workers on the
team. She is very vocal and
supportive ofher teammates."
Although she was a high
scorer in high school and was
the leading scorer in intramural soccer last year, Bearse will
be asked to control the oft'ense
by setting her teammates up.
"Amelia will beplayingeenterhalfback, a position she's 0. eyer
played before," explained
Kemmy. "She fills the role
beautifully. Sometimes she
sees things develop before they
actually do. ~at's a skill that
. would be hard to teach someone."
Many athletes know how
to shoot, but it takes a special
athlete to know' when and
where to pass the ball. "She
notices who is open and realizes that she has to use every-

.
dribble past defenders.
Bearse is a leader oft'the
court as well as on the court.
She is the vice-president'ofthe
Business Organization, a student ambassadorfor the school,
a career assistantand lastyear
she was thejuniorclass alumni
representative.
"I like to carry things
through and give my all," said
Bearse. "I enjoy working with
people." '
Bearse is a Business Administration major with a minor in Marketing. After graduation shehopes to either attend
graduate school or get a job in
the business field, perhaps as
an account executive.
She hopes to stay active
in sports. "Ifyou playa sport;
you're involved and meet
people," said Bearse.
No matter what she does,
she's sure to be a leader and
make an impact, just as she's
done at RWC.
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SpQr$'~-~
Women's volleybal~ team -e:tlter~,Jlie se~son.~
with several new faces an . pstly injury
player setter.J ~ :
wno..........T~ Welch chipped a bone, in
sprain' ~~.,r iQkle e,arlier in her ankle. and, will probably
.Copy Editor
thl!! .aek.
4-,*"
miss the remainder of the
Less than two weeks ~ . "'" !raking Erway's place in season. Welch, a middle
the womeh's voll .' ~l:'~ the lineup was Rae Jean Polca blocker, was an importanti'n- opened their_';" , ana.. for who did more thanj'ust fill the . gredientin the Hawks' winning
the fourth v . n a row the void, she was named to the all- season a year ago.
team ~en'On,a,new look. tournament team. "I 'was
Other returnmg playets
"'"
The Hawks began the shocked," said Polca. "I ran who have made contributions,
"""'" year wi~four 'Fe-turning home and called my mom."
so far are sophomore -Jessie
RWC breezed through Barnum and junior Chrisi:"
• starters ana'tlfeir~head
coach in the last four years.
their first three matches ofthe Carroll. Freshmen- that hh\?e
Kay Largess is now atthe tournament again t Man-madeanearlyimpactareTara'
helm and is~optimistic about hattanville (15-12, 15-6)~ Lyn St. Laurence and Sandra
the season., "I have a very good Albertus Magnus (15-2,15:4):" Still. St. Laurence has played'
outlook for the season," said and Wentworth Institute (15- S:' commendable b~ck- row deLargess. "We have a good hit- 4,15-0). But the Hawks had to fense, while Still has aided the.
Photo by Candy Salazar
ting game and sound serving settle for second place in the team with her tough serving
The women's volleyball team prepares to face Atlantic
and passing."
tournament because they lost and timely hitting.
Union
College. The Hawks lost the match in five games.
Largess, a' Dallas, TX I to Rh04e Island College in the
Unlike last year, the
native, graduated from Texas finals (15-8, 15-12).
Hawks will be playing most of
Wesleyan College with a
For the third c<)Dsecutive th~ir ga",es at home this year:
Bachelor of Science Degree in year, senjor co-captain Mall- Their nex-t home match is on
Physical Education and En- reen Gradley was also named Oct. 1 against Wentworth.
How the volleyball team did last year
With Welch out,'the team
glish. She has coached at the to the all-tournament team, for
amateur level for severalyears. the third consecutive year.
will rely on the leadership of
On Sept. 17 the team Gradley, the experience of the
'Her. assistant coach is Andy
• lOngest winning streak: 3 matches
Mather, a native of Ontario, hosted Atlantic Union College. returningplayersandsomekey
• lOngest lOsing streak: 4 matches
Canada.
On this night, the bad news contributions from the new
• 5~6 at home
The Hawks had theirfirst outweighed the good news: The players.
' . 10-8 on the road,
opportunity to display their good news.was that Erway reTo equal or surpass .last
• 8-10 in September
talents on Sept. 14 when they tUl1ledinthesecondgame. The year's mark of 15-14, the . • 7-4 in October
hosted the RWC Invitational. bad news was that'the Hawks Hawks will have to adjust to a
• 14-2 when they won the·first game of the. match
However, the team was with-lost (i5-8, 8-15, 17-15, 11-14, new system and play well as a
• 0-12 when they lost the first game of the match
....out the services of one key 6-1,5) and junior co-captain team.
• posted their first winning seasol") in five years

By Neil Nachbar

l:ir-:1,:i.:·ji,;:!,,:,,':':::"ji.'·:,;;:~eln~,~:Y~:!!!t~!:lr:'"Q~!;'·;;i:'ij;l:;;';.:::.:i:G.-;;:':;I;!j:':·:1
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Aggressive' attitude should bring the
women's .tennis team another
successful season
By Colin Hynes
Staff Writer
: ...':.:.:.:-:

-~

.....:.:.:...;.::..;.:::;:;:.::::.::::;::;::;

Photo by Erica Lariviere, Pboto Editor
This RWC student takes advantage of equipment in the
exercise room in ~e Paolino Recreation Center.
.'

will be strong."
The team had a week of
preseason which began on
Aug. 21. This enabled the
team to concentrate solely on
tennis before the start· of
,school. "I think the preseason
really helped prepare us
.e'arly," said Dardanello.
.That preparation was
evident in the team's' first
match in which they soundly
defeated UMASS-Dartmouth,
7-2, on Sept. 17. Leading,the
.. way were co-captains Ottoson
and Dardanello who were vic-

torious in their matches.
The. 13 match schedule,
includes the RIAIAW Champi,onships a,nd the Common- .
wealth 'Coast Conference
Championship at the end of
October.
.
Bedard is looking for the
team to finish with a winning
record for the second straight
'year. Ifthe team can success-.
fully adjust to the serve and
volley game Bedard is instilling, they will have a good
chance of accomplishing that
goal.

.Thisyear'sRWC,women's
tennis team is hoping that a,
more aggressive style will bring
them success as they enter the
1991 season. The team is
coached by RWC 'Assistant
Athletic Director Patricia
Bedard.
'
Though the pQsition will
only be on a temporary basis,
Bedard is already making her
presence felt. She'has adopted
a philosophy that stresses a
serve and volley game. "We
want to be more aggressive',
espe~ally in doubles," says
Bedard.
.
How the tennis team did last year
The team wiU, I;>e led by
juniors Laurie Ottoson and
Stephanie Dardanello, -who
• lOngest winning streak: 3 matche~
also aetas the team's 1-2 singles
.. lOngest lOsing streak: '2 matches
respectively and number one
• '2-1 at home
.
doubles team. Bedard will'rely
• 3-3 on the road
he'avily' 'on the tandem to
ill 28-22 in singles matches
stronghold 'the team. "Laurie
'.25-19 in doubles matches
and Stephanie will ,be very
I '. Stephanie DardanellO led the team in singles (6-2)
tough at doubles," says Bedard.
and doubles (7-1) .
"But all around,' our doubles II' • posted their first winning season since 1982

I
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~~At.h~\'o()fthe Week (9/18): Seniorfo~ard CoHn
>

Hynes' (Holaen, kA~ ,~amed four 'assiSts in th~ soccer

team's first. f0\U"'games," F~g him 23 f~r his career,
moving him past Mi1reClilItUn ~a ~to first place all-time.
t year.
Hynes w~ second on the team in 'scott'"

Female Athlete of the Week (9118r.:Senior~CiO-,('.ap-

.tain Maureen Gradley (Westwood, NJ) led the volleyball
team to a second place finish in the RWC Invitationat"She
was selected'to the all-tournament team~'~"Cradley was
named "Athlete of the Week" five times last year.
.•-.<> ...•.

Pictured here is. the
new $5,000 tread mill.
A $1,200 exercise bike
has also been added to
the exercise room.
New free weights have
been bought for the
free weight room. Tiling has been added to
the free weight room to
brighten its appearance. A television has
also been placed in the
exercise room.
Photo By Erica Lariviere

Sophomore Rae Je~ Polca was ~so, selected t(; the alltournament team of the RWC Invitational. Polca filled in
forsetterJ.J. Erway, who was out ofaction with a sprained
ankle.
The women's soccer team won their first game ever, a 5o thrashing of Gordon College.

"i\iVl~I):
Sports Writers & Sports Photographers
,

Last year we were proud to see the' sports section grow to four
pages. This year we would like to continue see the section
remain strong. But we neeed your help! If you would like to
cover games, write profiles, or take pictures, your contributions
would be very much appreciated.Call x3229 or attend our
meetings, Tuesdays at 5 :30 in the Messenger Office.

TEL. (508) 672·6735

,Drafting,- Graphics
Fine Art
Suppliers
with
REPROGRAPHICS
BLUEPRINTING
FRAMING
FAX & DAILY SHlPPING
, A Full Service
Art Mat.erial Supplier,

FAX (508) 672-6797
1600 GtAtRt HIGHWAYJRt 61 SOMERSET, MAt 02726-1210------=•
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.N EVE R·l)iet Again'
Diet and Weigh~:. ~e You-{)osessec1? '
By Susan '~o; :Author of Makjul[ Peace With Food
~~,\l

Marcie gets out of bed'
th~king, "Good.d'm not hun.gry.- I'll skip breakfast again."
She g~es to her fiI:st class
thinking about lQJlch. "I'll go
at noon and I'll only have a
salad..."
She glances down at her
stomach as she walks to class.
. "Ugh. I hate my stomach." As
she passes a picture window,
she looks at herself from the
si'de. "Why can't it be flatter?
Maybe some si~-ups..." She
notices a thin woman passing
by and suffers a pang ofjeal-ousy.
Marcie mayor may not
eat only the salad as planned.
She mayor may not end up
binging at dinner, or tonight
before bed. She mayor may
not lose weight this particular
week. But overall, her behavior is extremely predictable:
Marcie
starve herselfsome.
of the time, "lose control" and
over eat some of the time, hate
herselfafterwards, vow to control herself, perhaps go on a
new diet, wish that she. could
eat freely and, in general,

will

DATE: Wednesday~'
Sept.25, '1991
TIME: 8:30 p.m.
LOCATION: Student
Union
'
COST: FREE!!!!

struggle to control her eating
and weight.
• Marcieisoneofmanywho
suffer from a painful preoccupation with diet and weight.
some call it a "weight problem," others "yo-yo dieting;"
many consider if normal" or
even "inevitable."
In one sense it is normal, because it's very commono But the struggle with
diet and weight is nonetheless frustrating and depressing. It soaks up a lot of
energy, squelches alotofjoy,
and it usually makes you
feei badly about yourself.
Axe YOU (or. someone
y~u know) suffering from this
very common problem? Take yourself if you gain weight?
6. Do you often feel upset
the following self-test:
1. Do you weigh yourself . about your eating or weight?
7. Do you sometimes "lose
more than once a month?
2. Have you repeatedly control" and eat in a way
youhad wanted to
avoid?
lOst and gained weight?
3. Do you feel as if you 8. Axe you very aware of you
boost your self-worth when you eating and your adiposity (fatness/thinness)?
lose weight?
_
9. Do you sometimes force
4. Do youfeel guilty when
yourself to stop eating before
you eat fattening foods?
5. Do you feel badly about you're satisfied?

IT
SHOWS
ONONETOOMANY
. You don't have to keep following .
the herd to one of those fast-food
hamburger places.
Comet6
D'angelo. And
see what a
difference a
Seafood sala~
sub makes. AVegetarian Pokkel A
Thna sub. Or a fresh Greek salad.
In fact, at D'angelo,
you'll have yow:
>~;, choice of dozens
of different
kinds of
submarine sandwiches, Syrian Pok.kets and salads. All made with the
freshest ingredients we can find. And
bread we bake ourselves.
So when you feel
like you've had 'one
too many burgers,
steer over to D'angelo
instead, And See what a
difference D'angelo makes.

,J'aose/.
sandwich shops

What a difference D'angelo makes.

BURGERS•

.....

10. Do you ever feel hungry even though your stomach
is full?
If you answered "yes" to
more than a few ofthese questions, then you are suffering
with unnecessary pain and
frustration. The constant
struggl,e with diet and weight
is NOT inevitable, nor is it in
any way beneficial to you quite the contrary.
"But I HAVE TO·
struggle to control my eating,
otherwise I'll blow up like a
balloon." Are you sure?
Ironically, many people do
not gain, and often even lose
weight when they stop dieting.
Consider these facts:
*Weight-loss dieting
ultimately FAILS 90 - 98%
of the time because diets are
based on an incorrect understanding of the physiology of
weight loss and gain. The
natural and virtually automatic response to dieting is yoyoing weight rather than permanent weight loss.
*Dieting and thinking
like a dieter encourages you to
deal with hunger and eating in
a way which ultimately promotes weight
gain rather than
,

IDU'VEG
r-------------,
I 2-FOR-l
I ON ALLPOKKETS
Buy any delicious D'angelo Designer Pokket and get another
I free."
I some
They're Designer Pokkets because you design them yourself, Just
.of the possibilities incI ude steak with onions, mushrooms,
cheese or seafood salad, a BLT; or a ham and cheese.
I There areandmore
than 20 different basic pokkets from which to
I choose
and begin your designs, All on our own Syrian bread.
Designer Pokkets.
peppe~

-,I

57& Me.aaoDi Ave.

Bristol. HI 02809

loss. Here are a few of the
reasons why:
•
(1) the usual dieter's
"bunched up" eating promotes
.increasing weight; (2) significant reductions in food intake
cause your body to lower its
metabolism and thereby bum
less. energy; (3) knowing that·
you ~lllaterdenyyourselffood
increases your desire to eat
"now"; (4) yo-yoing weight
causes a loss of body protein
and muscle and increase fat; (5) yo-yoing weight can cause
fat cells to multiply, thereby
making you fatter.
*This struggle can lead to
serious, sometimes even fatal,
eating disorders such as
anorexia nervosa (self-starvation) and bulimia (the binge!
purge syndrome).
*MOST IMPORTANT;
THIS IS AN UNHAPPY AND'
UNHEALTHY WAY TO LIVE
AND YOU DESERVE BETTER!
If you struggle with your
eatingand weight- if"Marcie"
sounded a little like you or if
you answered "yes" to many of ,
the questions· put a stop to it
as soon as possible! You DO
have a choice.

I
I
I

L

I
,~
I
I
I
I

I
m:m- I

'.You pay for the higher priced sandwich. Coupon must be presented at the
lImrof!'urehase. Thisotrerisnotvalid with any other D'ange!odiscountor
promotional oIfer. line coupon per family
per day, please. H"m"
.
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Portnyagin.
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' J,.-:. ,•c heads a PoliticalScience Chair. most afternoons with Mr.
"This is the first tim~';my Melchar ana Mr. Knight (RWC
By Damon Braider'\ '"
wiiver~ity
hl\S. Sent:a profes~r faculty members). It makes
Staff Writer - ~~':. ~~.~:
• ,

~.

of soCial sciences to the U.S. I me feel good, very good," said
Transition, tur~o'H~; am veri happy, to,cQtife. I feei' port~yagin.
chaos, communism. The~~re.,~ it will be a go,od learning expePortriyagin received his
words that may rac~ th~~~~:"rience,",~d·Porpty~n.· 'Ph.D. from Moscow State Uni~,r;:::::.=~=.=.===============~ versity and a
'one's head when tJllnklOg or,:",'
the Soviet Union.
Dr:"." agin 'was
~'Whe~ta~hereandhave Master of Arts
AlexanderPortnyagin, visiting asked by'
_degree in. Enprofessor from the Soviet· the Moscow ~ free. time:' J am always
glish
from
Union, 'defies these thoughts"" Linguistic" reading to learn more
; Moscow'"Lin: .
, "
guisticUniver- '
with an attitude an.d personal- Univ'ersity. about t heAmer.icanway.
ity that gleams with' excite':: to parfici:"
sity. "I. was
ment, iJltensity, and ap- pate in the
-Dr. Alexander Portborn on the Isnyagin
landinthePaproachability. Prejudicesthat exchange
may have been conjured about due to his
cif-ic by the
RUSSIans' being stiff and re- knowledge
Japanese Sea
served can all be thrown out" of the subjects and his ability in the city of Vladivostok in
the window after meeting Dr. to speak fluent English.
1941," said Portnyagin. Aside
Portnyagin.
Portnyagin is 'serious in from his teaching, Portnyagin
"It was surprising to me the classroom, but seems to published four books and many
when Dr. Portnyagin asked for . add a little flair to make it that articles in journals, such as
a ~de on my motorcycle. I much more realistic and enjoy- "USA Economics, Politics, Idedidn't expect that from a pro- able. "The other day he played ology;" "World.Economics and
fessor - especially a Soviet Russian classical music and International Relations;" and .
professor," said
passed around pic- "Asia and Mrica Today."
tures to help us get a
Portnyagin explained
John Berry, a student of Portnyabetter feel for the how he has very little leisure
gin. Portnyagin
country. 'He also time both here and at home.
hopped on the
plans on performing "When I am here and have free
, back of Berry's
some folk songs for time, I am always reading to
the class on his gui- learn mor.e about the Amerimotorcycle after a
lecture held in
tar," said Christian can way." Portnyagin would
Dexter, another like to learn and understand
Newport.
Portnyagin
student of Port- our system of education so he,
is here in the states on an ex- nyagin.
change withRWC professor Dr.
Portnyagin is a man of
MarkSawoski. Portnyagin will many talents. Along with his
be teaching Soviet Culture, ability to play the guitar, he
Foreign Policy, and Domestic enjoys ping pong, volleyball,
Politics. Sawoski will l)old running and swimming. Even '
classes in Democratic' Pro- the chilling waters of the bay
cesses and International·Rela- do not stop Portnyagin. "1 swim
tions at Moscow Linguistic in the bay every morning
University where Portnyagin , around 7:30 and go running

. '.

••
Pboto courtesy of PubUc Re!-ti~

Dr. Alexander Portnyagin is teaching classes this fall in
Soviet Culture, Foreign Policy and Domestic Politics.
can bring back ideas that will
help the Soviet education systern.
Portnyagin explained
how his country wants democracy but no .one fully understands it. "This trip also gives
me a chance to, be exposed to
democracy," said Portnyagin.
Portnyagin traveled to
the U.S. alone leaving his wife,

two married sons and a grandson back in Moscow. "I miss
them very much, especially
during these times, but I am
happy to come. There's an old
Russian saying, 'it is better once
tosee than a lOOtimestobear,'"
said Portnyagin.,
Portnyagin will return to
Moscow in late December.
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Bookstore.

~~ ~J]])JE

©©IPYf

illXQ)~~rnIDJ1~IL

10 State Street Bristol, RI 02809 (401) 253-4099
Books for the, Heart, Mind & Body

~~ OO~ ~~(t ill~ flfl~

,east

COPlES~x 11

side

l~x'14

A Quiet, Air-Conditioned Place by Bristol Harbor
*Books on Hindu, Buddhist, Sufi, Sikh & Christian
*New &. Used Boo~s in Metaphysics

11 x 17
11x24
24x38
ACETATE COPIES
REMOVABLE ACETATE

RESUME TYPESETTING

I

~ HOf"t ~~~T

HIGH QUALITY RESUME COPYING

RESUME PRINTING

.

*~ooks' & Tapes
*VIde~s for Re~t

on Relaxation, Meditation, Addiction & Recovery
*Crystals & Unique Jewelry
*Speclal 9reetl.ng Cards
*Hard to ~ind Magazines
*Tarot WIth Cns, Sat.12-6, Sun. 12-5 by Appomtment Only

~8IND"G

VELO IINDING (2 0., ServIce)

LAMINATING (W. . . . . . to 11x17)

LEi iERhEAD
ENVB.OPES

,Friday, 13th-Marjorie Musacchio
,
, . ,Channelin~.Kwan Yin (Goddess of Mercy and Compassion)
Fl}day, 20th-ens McCullough-Urban Shamanism (Classes to Follow)
Fnday, 27th Introduction to A Course in Miracles
.
.

. .i_CARDS

'STICICERI
POSTERS. FLYERS
RAFFLE TiCKETS
~0UNCEMENT8,

Programs for September

INVITATIONS

All Program~ begin at 7:30pm ,uId end abOut lQj>m: Cost is $10.00
For ReservatIons
'
Call (401) 253- 4099
Open Every Day 11onday-Saturday 10 to 6
Sundays 12-5
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Off (Jampus
Jazz,artistsnefpto" Save the Bay·
"

By Jon Bassu-" .~;..
Staff Writer .. :'.';
-,

La4t Sunday, Sept. 15,
WOTB-FM 100.3 radio &pOn-.
sored the stve the Bay ..J8:D
Festival here at RWC.~.II~d
lining the festival were
temporary jazz group Special
EFX, and saxophonist Najee.
Also featured at the festival
were the Greg Abate Trio, The
Dan Moretti Group, and Ken
Lyon & the Tombstone Blues
Band. Despite rain and dismal
weather, the showkicked offat
1:00 in the afternoon and went
on until about 7:00 that
evening. ,
WOTB, based in Newport,
is the primary jazz station in
Southern New England. This
was the first year for the festival, andword has itthat plans
for nextyear's show are already
in motion.
'
Therewere a considerable
amoUl\i of people in the a1!,dience who brought their umbrellas, blankets and picnic

:eon-

•

I

.

'

>
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. baSkets 'to' h~ 'some of the the Bay, organization because Blues Bmd, who played for 45
coolest jazz around. The on- we only.have one bay, and.ifwe minutes, electrified the
air staff from WOTB intro- destroy it, we don't get another crummy weather with their
music. Then it was time for the
duced each aet, and also circu- one.
~ain
events:" Special ~EFX,
The
festival
progressed
lated in the audience, saying
followed
by Naj~e·. After an
steadily
with
great
music
from
hello to everyone.
unusually
long set-up ti~e (if .
Dan
Moretti,
and
then
the
The Greg Abate Trio
..
you
were at the concert~·
opened the show and .
you'll
remember Special
playedfor 40 minute&,
. .
1
EFX'~
percussionist .favorite of his, "Tokyo Blue"
after which there was
George Jinda's "Percus- was played with pureheartand
a 15 minute break to
"Things really started to liven'
sion Land" took some soul, and was a real treat for
set up for the next
up with the Tombstone Blues'
time to organize), the me to see live..
band. I was lucky
Band, !who played for 45 minband came on and
enough to have a
The rain didn't. matter;
played songs from their the cloQ.ds didn't exist. 'What
utes, electrifying'(he crummy
~ckstage pass to the
new album "Piece ofthe was important was the ~eat
event,' and I was able
weather with their music; "
World," as well as their music and the great cause that
., .
to help set up the
popular song from their the music arid the musicians
equipment, talk to
"Just Like Magic" al- were representing that day': It
some ofthe musicians,
and even discourage a few avid Tombstone Btues Band featur- bum,JazzLamb8da, which had was all for Save the Bay,. and
Special EFXfans from coming ing Ken Lyon. Thesefirst three many people dancing around while the concert was big
.
acts are all local talents who on the field.
help to the'organization, by no
up on stage..
The crowd was getting means is it enough to fmish the
Perhaps the biggest sur- have been playing at different
prise of the afternoon was a concerts and club~.for several more and more excited, and job. Between now and next
visitfrom R.I. Governor Bruce years, and were very well re- was anxiously awaiting Najee, year's festival we all should be
Sundlun. He stepped up to ceived by those attending the : who after recording several al- very aware ofhow we treat the
bums, remains one ofthe most environment, the bay included.
the microphone atcenter stage festival.
Things really started to talented saxophonists in con- We can't afford to take these
to give a few words about how
important itis to help the Save , liven up with the Tombstone temporary jazz. My personal things for granted anymore.

a

TO GET AHEAD,
STA·Rl AT THE BOTTOM

. t ....

Clioosing or: cfi:anging a mojor
(jetting a lieiul start on your career

Career Services
Dorm 1
ext. 3224

'IalKj1J-g with alumni: S!Jf5l'1JOWI9{{j .
1int£ing· part-time jo6s

Jl®

By Gary Redman
Staff Writer

Lost in a Jungle

o
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the film worth mentioning finds. Robert Arkins plays
however. Spike Lee the direc- Jimmy Rabbitte. He gives a
tor continues to outshine Spike solid performance as the brains
Lee the scriptwriter. Ernest behind the blind. He also has
Dickerson's cinematography the good fortune of having the
also carries the film a long way, be!3t written character in the
but exciting visuals can only script. Andrew Strong, age 16,
carry a film so far if the script plays the lead singer Deco
fails to do the right thing. Cuffe, and obnoxious lout who
Grade:C
n<metheless becomes the band's
overnight success. Best of all
.
is Johnny Murphy who gives, Andrew Strong (center)ls Deco, (bac~ground,left to
The Saviors of Soul
and engagingly eccentric per- right) Maria Doyle is Natalie, Kenneth McCluskey is
The music blares loud and formance as Louis "The Lips"
Derek in "The Commitments."
often in The Commitments, a Fagan who gives the band its
new film by director Alan name as well as its purpose.
Parker. It is based upon the Other than these three, hownovel by Roddy Doyle who also ever, the rest of the cast is
wrote the screenplay. The story pretty non-existent. Theydon't
is about Jimmy Rabbitte, a have enough. individual perstreet smartyouth from Dublin sonalities to make them
who attempts to put together a memorable.
band to play his brand of soul
T\le swift pace and slick
music, which he calls Dublin direction by Alan Parker help
soul. He has great disdain for make you forget there is-very
singers influenced by Elvis little plot or character developPresley and other white rock ment here. Parker's other
sta~s. In the film's best scene, musicals - Bugsy Malone,
Jimmy holds auditions for Fame, and Pink Floyd: The
singers, most of whom are in- Wall - also busied themselves
flue,nced by white rock stars, with slick cinematography and
which are recounted in a rapid quick pacing instead of plot or
fire montage. Those who don't .tangible characters. Like those
pass' muster get a door films, however, it is the music
slammed in their face.
that keeps The Commitments
Parker himself audi- from being a total failure. The
tioned some 3,000 young mu- sheer joyful exuberance of the
sicians from Dublin's rock and music is almost enough to recpop pub scene. before coming ommend The Commitments,
up with the 12 young men and though that is all it has going
women who make up The \ for it. Buy the soundtrack inCom~itm(mts. He came up stead.
with a couple of remarkable Grade: C

The central story of
Jungle Fever is the love affair
between Flipper Purify and
Angie Tucci. Flipper is a black
man. Angie is an Italian
American. She is a temporary
secretary at the architectural
firm Flipper works for. Their
affair starts here, on his desk
actually. Soon after, their affair is exposed by careless
friends who were trusted with
keeping the affair secret (a plot
device inside a plot device as
we shall see).
Interracial sex is a subject
certainly worth exploring by a
serious artist. It is a subject
that, I think, demands a subtle
touch by someone who has the
ability to handle the complexities of human behavior. This
someone is apparently not
Spike Lee, who applies the loud,
broad strokes he used to power
Do the Right Thing to Jungle
Fever.
It becomes painfully obvious early in the film that the
central love story will not be
explored in depth. Instead,
Spike Lee uses it as a plot device to ignite all the hatred and
fears of the lovers' neighborhoods. (He is from Harlem; she
is from Bensonhurst.) Flipper
and Angie's friends, one ofwho
is played by Spike Lee (in a
painless cameo), are not real
characters. They are merely
there tofurther ignite the spark
that leads to trouble. Spike
Lee seems uneasy about Flipper and Angie's relationship·
and doesn'teven givethe couple
much ofa change ofsucceeding
fromthe get-go. He seemsmore
at ease with the sociological
effects of the affair once the
secret is out, but even here he
fails because his observations
are broad and rhetorical. He
fails to get under the skin (black
or white) of any of his characters.
Wesley Snipes and
Annabella Sciorra do what they
can with badly underwritten
roles, but there is very little
chemistrybetween them. They
do better in their individual
scenes. Spike Lee also essays
the inner city drug issue .
through Gator played by
Samuel L. Jackson who is excellent. But what is it doing in
this movie? .The rest of the
acting in the film ranges from
the merely adequate (John
Turturro) to the embarrassing
(Anthony Quinn, Lonette
Mckee).
There are some merits to

Annabella Scio~ and Wesley Snipes in "Jungle Fever."

C[u6 %~mi£[ia1l.5
Laser Video Dance Club
Rock Progressive DCIlce Music
. Largest over 18 club in Newport

l

'Tuesday tfu-ougli Saturday
open 8:30pm

t])oors

Drink Specials Nightly
Proper Dress Proper ID required
Specials '
Tuesday. Thursday

College Days Parties

Cal for morEl information or ~ections 401 849 4747 108 Wllcm Street Newport RI
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;If. 'Entertainment Commentary:
-Movie Sequels: Helpful or Harmful?
By Jonathan Bassuk
Staff Writer
Terminator 2: Judgment
Day, Freddy's Deadi. -The Final Nightmare, Friday the
13tli part (fill In the blank).
The past ten years of movies
have been full of sequels, but
are they really necessary? For
every movie that can stand on
its own without a problem,
there are two that need a sequel to either pick up where
its original left off, or to simply continue the adventures of
the main characters. Mor~
recently, popular film's like
Lethal Weapon and Die Hard
have generated equally popular sequels, but other films
such as A Nightmare on Elm
Street, Halloween, and Friday
the 13th, have made continuing stories that, in maIl}' cases,
have not done well at the box
.office.
When is a sequel going to
be successful? Probably as
long Gil there is an audience
t:1ikes the story. Freddy
/ ' Krueger from Nightmare will
apparently die (for good) this
"'~=--/.'- time_around in his _sixth outing as the razor-fingered
dream killer, and his "death"
will no doubt sadden his loyal
fana. However, six movies are

I.

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

I • • • •

more than enough. Hollywood ated good box office revenues,
producers have long been cir- w!'!re great sequels and in the
-culating the desire to actually case of Lethni Weapo~, haye
make 13 Friday the 13th mov- even warranted making a third
ies, which ifdone, would make enstallment. Again, it might
it the ongest (and probaQly be a good story, b~t the filmmost ridIculous) series ofhor- makers have to be extra careror mOVIes. Horror qlovies al- ful this time'around so as no"to
ready get more than their share ruin two fine movies.
..
of criticism, why subject them
Sequels to good first mov- _
to more of it by making bad ies have a lot to live up to,:.,~ .
sequel? .
there is little room for err,p~.on
However, sequels can-be the part of the filmmakers. If
good to have around in some the sequel is dIspleasing to the
Evil "Good Guys" Doll, Chucky, has already made his
cases, and often make the en- - audience, the image of the en- second movie sequel in Child's Play 3, just three years
tire storyline and characters tire series could be tarnished:
since his debut in 1988, and is- quickly catching up
more enjoyable. For example, Such is the case with the last·
T2 (Terminator 2) has gener- six or seven Friday the 13th.#V'
with Horror mentors Freddy, Jason, and ~1ichael.
ated millions ofdollars and will films. The first one was a great'
no doubt become one of the shocker, and a pioneer for the
largest grossing, and most- horror movie genre, but be~
popular sequels ofall time. The cause of the everlasting desire
continuation ofthe adventures for mor~money, seven sequels
of the cyborg from the future were made, making them more
TOP 10
had been anxiously awaited comedy than horror.
VIDEO
since the original hit the box
What it comes down to is
office in 1984. Rumor has it this: because movies are a maRENTALS
that T3 is being developed. It jor source ofentertainment for
may be a good .story, but it us, the filmmakers will someAS OF SEPT. 15
probably couldn't live up to the time drive a decent film into
impact of T2. Think about it the ground by making_ numer- 1. DANCES WITH WOLVES
carefully, Arnold. It might be ous and often poor sequels, just
- 2. SLEEPING WITH THE ENEMY
time to say "Hasta la Vista, to continue entertaining us.
3. MISERY
Baby" to this series of films, What these people have to re4. HOME ALONE
and leave them in good stand- alize is that in more and more
5. GOODFELLAS
cases, these sequels that are
ing.
6. AWAKENINGS
The Lethal Weapon and caned "better than the origi7. KINDERGARTEN COP
Die Hard sequels also gener- nal," reany aren't.

•

8.1I0NHEART .
9. KING RALPH
10. NEW JACK CITY
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Hour Film
Developing

Full Darkroom Supply Headquarters

Old Photos Copied, Laminated: Video
Transfers, Pas~port Photos, Full Lir~e of Cameras, Film & Accessories, Albums,
.Frames, Fax Service.
4 roll limit
expires Oct. 31
sorry, no disks

Sot. 9-4

ope" Mon.;.Fri. 9-5:30

Photo World.433 Hope St. 253,-2248
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CONTEST RULES

Record Reviews

TOP 'fEN MOVIES
WEEK ENDING SEPT. 15

By Robert Gottlieb

Staff Writer
• TOP MONEY MAKERS

. Metal1ica:
Untitled CD
Metallica is back again ..
with an impressive new Compact Disc: Although slower
sounding, and recorded with
less "crunch" than their previousalbums, this untitled work
is packed with energy. .' The
hardest of the new tracks in- .
elude, "Holier -than Thou,"
"EnterSandman," and"Sadbut
True." "Wherever.!May Roam"
has an interestingintroduction
and is also one ofthe best songs
on the CD. Metallica also displays a slower side to their
music with the powerful ballads, "Nothing Else Matters"
and "The Unforgiven." Overall, this is not the best work
Metallica has ever produced, .
but the CD is still highly recommended.

-

TOTAL GROSS

1. DEAD AGAIN
2. TERMINATOR 2:
JUDGMENT DAY
3. CffiLD'S PLAY 3.
4. HOTSHOTS
5. DOC HOLLYWOOD
6. THE OOCTOR
7. ROBIN HOOD
PRINCE OF THIEVES
8. DOUBLE IMPACT
9. CITY SLICKERS
10. BOYZ N THE HOOD

*order of movies is based upon

$18...871,827
$188,264,683
$10,390,995
$59,401,252
$44,016,899
$29,292,106
$153,722,562
$26,094,146
$114,690,716
$5i,424,298
la~t

week's totals.

As entertainment editor, I would like to introduce the new
trivia contest that will appear in each issue, each with a
different theme, and eight to ten trivia questions. These
questions are meant to be difficult. as that is the object ofthe
contest, and the point of trivia itself. Prizes will be given to
the three persons who answer the most questions correctly.
In the eventofa tie, winners will be drawn randomly. Simply
fill out the provided entry fonn, including your ~ame and
local phone number, and return it to the trivia contest entry
box located in the lobby of the Student Union. A winner's
I' box and answers of the previous contest will appear next to
each new contest. Faculty and staff at RWC are also
encouraged to enter. First prize is two tickets to any movie
at the Seekonk Circle 8 Ciner.na. Second prize is free
admission for two to the Bristol Cinema, along with a free
small popcorn and ~verage. Third prize is a choice of one
of sev~ral movie pOsters. Winners will be' contacted and
proper LD. will be required to pick up your prize. Prizes will
remain the same unless otherwise indicated. GOOD LUCK!

r--~------~-----~--,
~
--I
"'11- JAMES BOND TRIVIA 1

1
1

!

!

t~~;ll,\ \ill:l1;t:;I.!t~!If!1t.\IIII'i*ls~1 ~r:'~?are the two talcos on Sean Connerys right
1--:...._F-:-8_m_o_u_s_U_._S_._c_e_le_b_rl_tl......
e_S_bo_r"_I"_C8_na_d_8_____
Dan Aykroyd
John Candy
Martin Short
William Shatner
Alex Trebek
Howie Mandel

Burn: Untitled 7"
This record isn't exactly
hew, as it was released early
this summer, but it is recent
enough that a few copies may
still be available. This single is
an incredible debut from.one of
New York City's newest
hardcore bands. Although
melodic, this is the type ofmusic
that really gets the dance floor
moving. The single is avail- .
able through Revelation
Records, is highly recommended, and derfinitely worth
buying.

Michael J. Fox
Alan Thicke
Rick Moranis
Neil Young
. Peter Jennings
Paul Shaffer

1 -....;.----.----------1 2. How many James Bond films are there?
1
:

1
1
I·
------~----------- 1
3. Specifically, w~at is James Bond's cocktail of choice? 1

1
1

4. What is Q's real name?·

------------

1
1

1

1 ------------------ 1

1
1

1
1

5. What is James Bond's military rank?

1 ------------------ 1
1
1 6. What is James Bond's card game of choice?

'I
1
1

~1.
:1
~
Top Ten Hay List week ending Sept. 21,1991
10) "Apple Pie"
9) "No More Tears"

White Trash
, Ozzy Osbane

8)"~alkThroughFU'e"

.

7) "She's Gone (Lady)"
6) "Face the Music"

, 5) "Don't Cry" .
4)"Dr~"

~ad~mpany

tee eart
RlZ
Guns N' Roses
'Rush

I..
7. Who is Jam~s Bond's CIA contact?

;-In which film was James Bond
his wife's first name?

1
1

~rried and what ~s :1' ,

1 - - - - - -.- - - - - - - - - - - : 9. In "The Man with the Golden Gun", what is the viiian's

1

distinguishing physical characteristic?

:
1

1

1 ..,------------------ 1

1

1

10. What was Roger Moore's first James Bond film?

1

1

1 ------------------ 1
1 NAME
1

3) "Love of A Lifetime"
Firehouse
2) "Shout It Out" '
Slaughter
1 LOCAL PHONE #
1 "Hole- Heaned"
Extreme
L
....,,;,;;;,;-...,;,,;;,;;;---------..;;,;,;,;;,;;;,;;,;;;..--_--I
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Tricia Saxe

\

Freshman '
Stamford, Ct.'

.Greg

. Junior
•
Needham, MA
,',
" .
"No. It's ali· glam-rock, like Bon JQvi
and Slaughter. I'm into ,classic rock
and' progressive.. I'd like to hear
more of that."> '

"Yes. The music's pretty good. 'f
listen·to it when I'm driving."·

.,'

,

...,~

On - Hudson, NY

Jl ~

~.

".r

A-pril. Newman
Junior
Cornwall'-

,,'

.
IX"
\:~".:
d
Sa1
yo~ list~~~toWQRI?-, ·

~-_.¥OU
··1)0

,.

"Yes, I listen to them because they
play the kind of music I like."

, -

a -,

\
/

Christopher Carlo

Bill White"

Senior Norwalk, CT

Shery Han~ewicz '.: .

Sophomor~ .'

,'\

.. Senior
"Very Seldom: They' cater to only a
'W:. Hampton, MA " ' .
certain group of people and are-n't·
'.
, '
reflective of, the college community.
'~No, I donit listen to WQRi. T~ey
.don't play the 'kind of ~usic r listen
They're a, gO",od s~tlon,but-.th~y'.re not
geared tow'ard the' coIJege." ...... . «
.to.",,'

.. Hamd.em,. CT

t.,

~,

.'·';No,. f- don't lis.ten· to them.. They
.. '. inostlY;'play,· one kind of music, and. "
it's not ·the kind of music I like. I
.' asked' them to change, but they ~aid
the music was fixed."
d.

r--------:---------------.......:.....:...-.......:...----1

CLfiSSIF I·ED·
ADURESSERS WANTED
immediately'! No
experience necessary.
Process .FHA
mortgage refunds,
Work at home;
Call 1-405-321-3064,

Apartment for rent! !!
Nice neighborhood
in Warren. Fully
furnished. 4 rooms,
1 bedroom. 3rd floor
apartment. $400/month.
Security deposit needed.
Call Debi at 245-7943.

Pool Tables, Game Tables,
Custom Cues, Accessories.: .
Sales, Service, and Suppiies. Moving arid Reparrs.
Darts and Gambling
Equipment

D & L Billiards·
224-228 Admiral St.
Providence, RI
02908
(401) 421-7558

Ask about
Student Discount !!!

'J.
r--------_
Earn fabulous FREE

(

Spring Break vacation
while meeting new
people and earning
cash. Work at your .
own pace. Energetic': ,
highly motivated out- .
going individuals
needed. Call Bob at
Campus Holidays
1-800-627-4791
between 5-lOPM CST.

HELP WANTEU!!!
Part-time driver.
Fle~ible hours.
Warren, Bristol,
Portsmouth area.
. Please apply in persoti.

Manning Auto Parts.
865 Main Street Warren
245-2500

,
HOUSE FOR RENT
BARRINGTON
Waterfront.
3-4 bedrooms,
2 full baths.
Open":plan, panoramic
views. All appliances,
S950/month + utilities
for school year.
Call 245-0364.

-FREE TRAVEL, -CASH,
AND EXCELLENT
BUSINESS EXPERIENCE!! Openings
available for
individuals or student
organizations to
promote the country's
most successful
SPRING BREAK tours.
Call Inter-Campus
Programs.
1-800-327-6013.

RAISING
For your fraternity,
sorority, team or other
campus organization.

AUOUnILr 110
IllVUTMIIIf . .au'..Df
CALL ,·800,950·8472. ext. 50

.
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Presents:

Stephen J. Carlotti:
"The State-of the Insuranee
.

.

."'-'C"".-_........

.

Industry During the
..

Business Atmosphere.

II

,

.

Former Chief Operating Officer of The Mutual Benefit Life Insurance Company,.
Stephen J. ·Carlotti has an extensive b'lend of legal, business and management
experience. From 1986 to. August, 1989, Mr. Carlottii served as-the first manag- .
ing partner of the nationally recognized .I.aw firm of- Hinkley,· Allen, Snyder &
Comen. He was a 1963 summa cum la,ude graduate of Dartmouth College and
received his law degree from Yale Law School in 1966. Mr: Carlotti is also a member of the board of directors of Fleet National Bank and Outlet Communications,
Inc., and a member of the Roger Williams College board of trustees.
-

Begins at 8:30
Thursday" September 26th

Student Center
Co-sponsored by the School of Business
Direct any quesfiQns to Bill O'Connell, Director
Student Activities 253-1040, ext. 2153

